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Digitalisation

THE key for the future.

Industrie 4.0
– where industry
goes digital
Digitalisation is now affecting each and every one of us, changing and
transforming all areas of society. On the one hand, these changes are
affecting our private lives – in the shape of the smart home, for example,
while this shift is also impacting on the industrial area with the emergence
of smart factories. Here at HARTING, we see industry as an integral
part of society, and also subject to the process of transformation.
And it is precisely this change to industry that has been referred to as
the 4th Industrial Revolution.

» Philip Harting, Chairman of the Board,
Senior Vice President Connectivity & Networks
and personally liable partner

Dear Customers and Business Partners,
The title brings us straight to the point:
Digitalisation and Industrie 4.0 are essentially interconnected. Above all, it
is people who forge this link – through
their activity in an office environment,
planning industrial processes, for example, but also through their activity in
an industrial environment, and finally
going live with production. People don’t
change their character when moving
between the office IT environment and
the industrial production environment,
and the main objective is obviously to
harness the same digitalisation technology, therefore employing the same
devices in many different scenarios.
Users come to a natural conclusion in
the light of this realisation: office IT

and industrial production happen in
the same environment! The common
denominator of Industrie 4.0 and digitalisation is Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This makes ICT
a central and all-encompassing issue for
the implementation of Industrie 4.0. But
functionality is only delivered where the
ICT is identical – otherwise the common
denominator would not exist.
Many questions pop up when we pursue
this way of thinking: what kind of ICT
are we actually talking about? Can the
ICT we have today also be used in industrial production now? What devices use
this standard of ICT? Is industry ready
for unified ICT?

Exciting questions such as these deserve
clear cut standpoints, and this issue of
tec.News certainly provides extensive
answers.
Happy reading!

Yours sincerely,
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Digitalisation

Industrie 4.0 –
A holistic
perspective
Industrie 4.0 is not an isolated phenomenon within the manufacturing
sector. Rather, the focus is on the continuous interaction of people,
data and machinery across the entire product creation process.

» Andreas Conrad
Conrad, Chief Operations Officer, HARTING Technology Group, Andreas.Conrad@HARTING.com

The

buzzwords “Digital Transformation”, “Integrated
Industry”, “Industrie 4.0” and the “Internet of Things” are on
everyone's lips. And they are all synonyms for fundamental
changes that are transforming the economy and society.

Digitisation is in the process
of fundamentally transforming
the economy and society.
Modern information and communication technologies (ICT) are
the drivers of all the processes and changes we’re discussing
under the heading of “digitalisation”. The internet has developed into a broad platform of direct, dialogue- centred,
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interactive and peer-to-peer communication. Linear and
hierarchically organised communication and organisation
models are giving way to cooperative, network-like organic
structures.
The transformation in our communication structures has
serious repercussions on products and their manufacture.
Individualised and often personalised production places the
customer and its needs at the head of the production value
chain. Close collaboration between customer, sales, development and production become the focal point. Collaborative
development methods such as “Open Innovation” or “User
Centered Design” increasingly find application.
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In accordance with high levels of integration and automation,
media discontinuity between plants and systems are a
thing of the past. No longer is it the product functionality
that is exclusively in the foreground – but rather the user
experience.

Individualised and often personalised
production places the customer and its
needs at the head of the production
value chain.

IN BRIEF

• Linear and hierarchically organised communication
and organisation models are giving way to cooperative, network-like organic structures.
• The transformation in our communication structures
has serious repercussions on products and their
manufacture.
• No longer is it the product functionality that is exclusively
in the foreground – but rather the user experience.
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Digitalisation

Digitalisation in development,
production and distribution
Development, production, distribution – digitalisation will network company processes more strongly and change the
boundaries between them. This development requires new information and communication technologies as well as
more dynamic forms of cooperation – and brings us at HARTING closer to the vision of fully networked value creation
between companies, suppliers and customers.
» Uwe Gräff, Managing Director HARTING Electric and HARTING Electronics, HARTING Technology Group, Uwe.Graeff@HARTING.com
» Dr. Michael Baumeister, Plant Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Michael.Baumeister@HARTING.com
» Bernd Fischer, Central Divisional Manager Corporate Regional Management, HARTING Technology Group, Bernd.Fischer@HARTING.com

How does digitalisation change development?
Holistic networking is a fundamental
requirement of digital product development. To make innovative and customised products with integrated services a
reality, HARTING must bring together diverse competencies from a broad variety
8

of disciplines. This ambition requires a
more dynamic form of collaboration. Instead of linear processes, development is
characterised by agile processes. Working in cooperation with the customer,
interdisciplinary teams come up with

specific results which are precisely tailored to the customer’s needs. Intelligent
information systems ensure that relevant information is provided – not only
during the project process, but along the
entire life cycle of the product.
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How does digitalisation change sales
and distribution?
Digitalisation sets off a paradigm
shift in distribution as well. In the
past, the customer was often at the
end of the value chain. At HARTING,
the customer takes its place at the
head of the value chain. Thanks to
integration into a common information
and communication structure, the customer becomes an integral part of the
process. Customer needs can be identified and visualised early on using
e.g. online product configurators. As
the process continues, the customer benefits from full transparency
and gains access to system-generated
process information – from the cost
estimate to delivery scheduling and all
the way through to tracking the shipment that was dispatched. A subsequent
auto-generated customer satisfaction
survey also ensures that the process
can be optimised permanently going
forward.

How does digitalisation affect
production?
Digitalisation presents challenges for
production. Nevertheless, it also provides an opportunity to master the
complex requirements of the market.
Tailor-made products with ever shorter

At HARTING, the
customer takes its
place at the head of
the value chain.
life cycles can only be produced cost-effectively when production processes are
even more efficient. To achieve this goal,
work processes must be conceived to be
more agile. Cross-functional teams pool
multifaceted competencies within a single work group. This enables solutions to
be rapidly conceived and implemented
which are already used in production
at HARTING – from the app-based calculation of electroplating baths to fully
integrated packaging processes, and all

the way to the modular configuration of
production units. In a word, steps which
even today are bringing us closer to our
vision of fully networked production.

IN BRIEF

• Holistic networking is a fundamental requirement of digital
product development
• Paradigm shift in distribution
• Cross-functional teams pool
multifaceted competencies
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Digitalisation

Digitalisation’s
challenges

for the manufacturing industry

How can digitalisation and Industrie 4.0 be distinguished from each other from an academic perspective? What are
possible reasons why information and communication technology has still not made significant inroads into automation? tec.News broached these topics with Prof. Sabina Jeschke, director of the Institute Cluster IMA/ZLW & IfU at
RWTH Aachen University and Science Year 2014 German Informatics Society (GI) honouree as a “Digital Head of
Germany”.

Interview

Prof. Dr.
Sabina Jeschke
Director IMA/
ZLW & IfU
RWTH Aachen University

What does digitalisation and Industrie 4.0
mean to you? How are these two terms
distinguished from one another?
Jeschke: In principle, digitalisation is
the more concrete or more technological concept. Digitalisation can be understood to be the mapping of existing
knowledge, in conjunction with the tendency to replicate it and make it available to other sources.
By contrast, Industrie 4.0 addresses a
fourth industrial revolution characterised by the comprehensive digitalisation of all areas, particularly in industrial production – hence digitalisation is
10

driving the revolution. The fascinating
thing about this fourth industrial revolution is the upcoming of autonomous,
technological, artificial intelligences
and the groups of intelligent, cooperating systems. Major processes are relocated to the internet, which makes them
available everywhere in “real time” and
gives digitalisation a whole new quality.
You no longer have individual systems
becoming more intelligent, but rather
complete processes that change. By way
of example, for the customer this may
mean he’ll often communicate directly
with the end producer, or even with the
product, and intermediate levels drop
out. In addition, everyone contributes
information and can use it, as is seen
in e.g. the “quantified self” movement –
digitalisation is a phenomenon of information generation, information dissemination and communication strategies.

In your view, what is the importance
of information and communication
technology (ICT) for the manufacturing industry?
Jeschke: Today, ICT allows me to find
out what my customer wants in a way
that’s completely different than in the
past. Market research is performed using Big Data methods: what individuals
visit certain web pages – other contexts
might work as well – and subsequently

Hence digitalisation is
driving the revolution.
make conscious purchase decisions? It
becomes easier to grasp an individual’s
personality. This enables a company to
deduce which products it should produce – when, where and in what quantity. The customer’s direct impact affects
production and product design alike.
Industrie 4.0 will establish itself in areas
where this type of influence is exerted.
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to protect one’s intellectual property. I
think these closed concepts based on
intellectual property are no longer viable. Because, how long can proprietary
models exist if they’re unable to evolve
quickly with an open innovation cycle?
And what is the point of the large expense in protecting IP in patent form
when the IP is passed by by the next innovation that follows, before the signa-

ture on the patent is even dry? Wouldn’t
it make more sense to put this effort into
further innovation, instead of into protecting the old one?

© Peter Winandy – Aachen

Existing automation has progressed
far, but there’s still a lack of end-to-end
communication out to the decisive value-creating processes. Currently, what
we see are more isolated solutions, not
structures which extend beyond a company’s borders. Of course, when using
ICT there’s a risk of automation cloistering itself away, of it becoming virtually
encapsulated in itself in order to continue to use proprietary ICT within its own
subnet. I think this tendency is wrong.
The real leap in performance is precisely
the integration of all information, even
“gray” information, from multiple heterogeneous sources, not only from the
sources in a protected, virtual fenced-off
area. A “near-synonym” for Industrie 4.0
is the “Internet of Things” – which is
precisely that, and it’s “all Things”. I see
the internet in its current form – and
perhaps what it develops into in the future – as the common protocol level on
which a uniform, universal ICT should
be implemented.
What is the role of open source in
automation? What do you see for the
future and for innovation in open models?
Jeschke: In my view, this results in a
massive shift in the question of ownership and intellectual property. The open
innovation approach means we develop
everything together, and with respect
to businesses’ ability to innovate – content-wise as well as in breaking up encrusted structures – this approach offers
tremendous opportunities. Still, this approach raises new questions – how does
trust function within structures with
continuously new players, who owns
results, to what extent can they be reused by the external inventor in other
contexts, etc. Simultaneous to this you
have innovations taking place in such
fast cycles that there’s barely time left

11
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Digitalisation

Customisation

Integration

Identification

HARTING Reality Check:
Ready for Industrie 4.0?
In coming years, the rapid digitalisation of the economy and society will permanently change the way things are
produced and how work is done. Those who fail to embrace change now, will have to contend with massive
competitive disadvantages in future. With its Industrie 4.0 Reality Check, HARTING analyses the impact on your
business, highlights potentials and works with you to develop a coordinated roadmap for the way forward to
Industrie 4.0.

» Sascha Päschel, Business Development Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Sascha.Paeschel@HARTING.com
» Alexander Braun, Team Manager Industrial Services, HARTING Technology Group, Alexander.Braun@HARTING.com

Technological developments are subjectively perceived as

linear, but in actual fact occur exponentially. This has consequences for companies that underestimate the impact of these
changes. Market leaders such as Kodak and Nokia underestimated the impact of digital photography and multimedia telephony. Today, one of those two companies is bankrupt and
the other has been sold. These examples make it clear: those
who fail to lay the groundwork in a timely manner will eventually be overtaken by technology and changing competitive
situations.

But it’s not only large companies – the
considerable number of small and
medium-sized businesses should also be
prepared for the digitalisation of society
and the economy.
But it’s not only large companies – the considerable number of
small and medium-sized businesses should also be prepared
for the digitalisation of society and the economy. The consequences of this are the increasing individualisation of products
and the resulting higher complexity in production. Here, small
actions can already lay the foundation for long-term benefits
and sustainability of a company’s own production. It is important to keep ‘the bigger picture’ in view; micro-solutions fail to
leverage potential which could be offered by e.g. the intelligent
12

networking of systems and the use of existing information.
HARTING IT System Integration has now developed a Reality
Check that provides recommendations which are individually
tailored to respective production conditions in terms of process
optimisation, efficiency gains and new services and business
models. The emphasis here is on low data entry costs and high
data quality, as well as avoiding media discontinuity, in order
to create maximum transparency.
By way of example, the networking of the multitude of supply
chain systems can be used to build up end-to-end traceability
from the supplier to the customer. And this is true for both
standard products as well as customer-tailored products, while
adhering to relevant documentation requirements. At the same
time, the rapid availability of all relevant information from the
manufacturing process at different levels represents a further
step towards the digitalisation of production within the meaning of Industrie 4.0.
As part of the Reality Check, prior to project startup HARTING
staff will conduct workshops with technical and executive personnel and jointly develop a roadmap. This process takes into
account the various individual fields of action and priorities,
which flow into a company's internal Industrie 4.0 strategy.
The roadmap is implemented in specific workshops on topics
such as predictive analytics, RFID, vertical and horizontal system integration and process optimisation.
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In-house, HARTING Technology Group has notched up numerous implementations based on factors relevant to Reality Check. For example, in the area of die-casting moulds and
injection moulding machines, current flows are detected and
evaluated and preventive maintenance and continuous plant
inventory is conducted. Furthermore, automatic parameterisation of machinery takes place, as does testing to see whether
tools and grippers are suitable for orders.
For companies, the Reality Check provides the first step towards a holistic view of the impact and opportunities offered
by Industrie 4.0. Here, HARTING provides customers with consulting, system integration, software development and hardware all under a single roof.

IN BRIEF

• Holistic process and system consulting
• Development of a customer-specific solution using
open standards
• Low “data entry costs” and high data quality

ERP
MES
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Digitalisation
enables enhanced service
applications
Digitalisation in the production environment is not an end in itself. It enables what are currently separate tasks
to be linked to integrated services and the new business models which emerge from this combination.
» Dr. Volker Franke, Managing Director HARTING Applied Technologies GmbH & Co. KG, HARTING Technology Group, Volker.Franke@HARTING.com
» Uwe Gräff, Managing Director HARTING Electric and HARTING Electronics, HARTING Technology Group, Uwe.Graeff@HARTING.com

The ever-advancing digitalisation of all business processes

is increasingly turning attention to the customer benefits that
can be generated from the expedient and efficient combination
of previously separate subsystems.
A production environment begins to offer visible benefits once
an increase in efficiency is achieved in terms of cost and qual-

ity, as well as with regard to speed, while maintaining high
machine uptime. This must be simultaneously accompanied by
the achievement of high flexibility and robustness in the face
of any and all types of malfunctions. Production malfunctions
can arise as a result of e.g. the materials that are used, or be
caused by the process itself. Influences emanating from the
market environment must be quickly and flexibly adapted to.

INTEGRATED INDUSTRY SERVICE FUNCTIONS
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Energy
Management

Spare Part
Management

Asset
Management

Predictive
Maintenance

Consumption data logging that provides the
most precise possible
pinpointing of energy
consumption, in tandem
with short-term and
long-term analysis of
anomalies.

Ensuring availability of
the correct spare parts
at the right time at the
right place, including
access to all relevant
information (manuals,
software versions, intervals, etc.).

Logging of assets, as
well as location and
visualisation, in order to
provide a higher-level
overview of deployed
assets, their location
and use.

Analysis and overview of
fault messages for fast
pinpointing of potential
failures and to increase
production uptime.
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In a more flexible world, the classical approaches of Taylorism,
the standardisation of work processes with the least possible
loss, are no longer the right formula. Net-like cooperation
within a work environment organised in decentralised fashion
replaces the rigid structures of Taylorist-oriented production
systems.

Net-like cooperation within a work environment organised in decentralised fashion is replacing the rigid structures of
Taylorist- oriented production systems.
A highly flexible manufacturing environment such as the
HAIl4YOU smart Factory is adjusted to meet changing requirements by combining specific manufacturing cells and process
modules. Internally consistent asset management can provide
information on components’ identity, condition and productivity metrics, e.g. energy consumption figures, all in a networked
service environment. The data generated from the application
make it possible to forecast a future state based on prior history, and thus optimise processes. Such data also help to plan
and adjust the production environment to changing requirements such as new product launches, product modifications or
changes in quantities.

Consequently, digitalisation is not an end in itself, but rather
an aid in linking separate processes and systems to higher-value service applications in the life cycle of machines and plants.
New business models are enabled as a result of additional services such as detailed energy management, the identification
and management of consumables and spare parts – including
automated order management – and real-time analysis of operational data in a condition-monitoring application. These can
be usefully employed to increase the efficiency and availability of both the equipment manufacturer and the equipment
operator.

Asset management offers the ability to
provide information on identity, condition
and productivity metrics in a networked
service environment.
This is based on the digitalisation and networking of process
and production data. Interfaces in automation components and
distributed systems for obtaining and pre-processing sensor
data – e.g. the HARTING IIC MICA – must be available.

IN BRIEF

• The customer as manufacturer achieves higher production efficiency for its products.
• Digitalisation enables the expansion of
services over the working life of machinery and equipment for users, OEMs, and
others.

15
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Integration

PACEMAKER
FOR INDUSTRIE 4.0

MICA

Modular hardware permits customer-specific adaptation. Modular software ensures increased reliability and development ease.
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HARTING’s IIC MICA (Integrated Industry Computer Modular Industry Computing Architecture) offers a modular
platform of open hardware and software that can be quickly and cost-effectively adapted to all industrial applications.

» Lars Hohmuth, Product Manager Industrial Computing, HARTING Technology Group, Lars.Hohmuth@HARTING.com

For several years now, good and inexpensive platforms have been available
for embedded development in the hobby
area, such as the Raspberry Pi. Boasting
low hardware costs, open development
environments and freely available specifications, these products were also used
for industrial prototyping. Subsequently,
the next step was the migration to a solid
hardware and software base that could
also be used in the industrial sector. This
took a significant amount of time since
these solutions were unsuitable for industrial use on the hardware side, while developers also demanded a say in handling
numerous implementation details that lie

The MICA offers an
all-in-one solution for
rapid development AND
industrial application.
outside their de facto area of expertise.
The MICA offers an all-in-one solution
for rapid development AND industrial
application. Particular attention was
paid to three aspects:
• Industrial-grade, HARTING-quality
hardware that can be installed in new
and existing equipment and vehicles
in a few simple steps
• Configurable hardware, in order to be
able to add customer-specific capabil-

ities easily without changing the form
factor and the protection class
• An open software environment that
enables developers from both the
production world and the IT world to
quickly implement projects
The MICA does not have to be installed
in the switch cabinet. Instead, it can be
mounted directly on machines or vehicles. The inner workings of the platform
consist of three boards, one of which
can be freely loaded. For example, RFID,
WLAN, BLE, SSD storage or fieldbus
connections can be integrated without
changing the form factor or the degree
of protection.
On the MICA, software apps execute
in their own virtual, Linux-based containers which contain all the necessary
libraries and drivers for the respective application. This renders package
dependencies and incompatibilities a
thing of the past. Already at the launch
stage, HARTING provides a number of
containers such as Java, Python, C/C++,
OPC-UA, databases and Web toolkits.
The MICA also handles container management, network settings, authentication, upgrades and much more, enabling
developers to concentrate on their algorithms. The MICA was used on a number of projects even before the official
product launch at SPS IPC Drives in

November, including for long-term data
acquisition, process optimisation, retrofitting existing machinery for predictive
maintenance, Auto-ID and more.
“We went down many new paths during
the development of the MICA hardware”,

On the MICA, software
apps execute in their
own virtual, Linux-based
containers.
says Dr. Jan Regtmeier, Director Product
Management at HARTING Technology
Group. “Like a HARTING industrial connector, our customers expect a MICA to
reliably do its job for years, for decades,
something which isn’t possible with conventional single-board computers like
the Raspberry Pi or Beaglebone.”

IN BRIEF

• All-in-one solution from
prototype to production
• Open, robust and
cost-effective
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HARTING IIC MICA
IS TURNING RESEARCH
INTO PRACTICE
Industrie
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MICA
in Use

Decentrally controlled part separation based on distributed cyber-physical systems.
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The German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence uses MICA to
convert a lab demonstration model for app-based control concepts into
real-world practice.

» Moritz Ohmer, Researcher Innovative Factory Systems, DFKI GmbH
» Lars Hohmuth, Product Manager Industrial Computing, HARTING Technology Group, Lars.Hohmuth@HARTING.com

The German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence has set itself the goal
of making an existing, research-centric
laboratory setup suitable for use in industrial settings with MICA. The demonstrator illustrates decentrally controlled
part separation based on distributed cyber-physical systems. The sample application is bottling unsorted coloured balls
into containers, followed by optical quality inspection. All components, e.g. the
filling unit, the conveyor belt and quality inspection, are effected via separate
CPSs communicating with each other.
The core of every CPS is a microcomputer that directly accesses the respective
component’s sensors and actuators and
executes the corresponding control software. This is in line with an innovative
app-based approach to flexible function
enhancement in the field. Aided by mobile systems such as a tablet, new functionalities can be downloaded from an
app store on demand and can be loaded
onto the demonstrator during normal
operation.
Previously, microcomputers developed
by DKFI for laboratory conditions were
used for this purpose. These systems do
not meet the requirements imposed by
actual industrial production. As a result,
they were replaced by MICA nodes while
otherwise maintaining the original hard-

ware and software architecture. Porting
the software required little effort since
MICA offers a full-blown Linux system,
and MICA’s container-based software
architecture proved to be a natural fit
to an app-centric approach. Each CPS in
the demonstrator presides over a number
of apps and drivers that are written in
Python. Among others, drivers are used
for hardware abstraction or to provide

The demonstrator illustrates decentrally controlled part separation
based on distributed
cyber-physical systems.
an OPC-UA server. Apps implement the
actual functionality of the CPS. Between
themselves, apps and drivers communicate exclusively using TCP/IP protocols.
Additional middleware previously responsible for the lifecycle management
of apps and drivers is no longer needed
and was replaced by MICA’s integrated
management functionalities. This includes starting, stopping, installing and
uninstalling the software modules.
A few interfaces which extend beyond
the basic functionality of MICA were
needed for the hardware-side integration into the demonstrator. Fortunately,
the platform is just as flexibly extend-

able in hardware as it is with respect to
software. As a result, DFKI was able to
design function boards for direct integration into MICA housing, as well as an
external expansion box for connection
via USB. This allowed the creation of an
almost unlimited number of additional
digital I/Os in industrial-grade IP67 design. Since each CPS in the demonstrator
imposes individual requirements on the
interfaces, each MICA node was adapted
to the specific application scenario.

IN BRIEF

• Existing, research-centric laboratory setup suitable for use
with MICA
• MICA platform is just as flexibly extendable in
hardware as it is
with respect to
software

19
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THE ”ΣTOS“ CONCEPT CAR
AND THE HARTING IIC MICA
Digital innovations pave the way to a clean future

Roadshow with this year's presence of the MICA an outstanding success at CES in Las Vegas, the Geneva
International Motor Show and the Hanover Messe trade fair.
» Lars Hohmuth, Product Manager Industrial Computing, HARTING Technology Group, Lars.Hohmuth@HARTING.com

For more than 35 years now, Frank M. Rinderknecht and his

team have brought dreams of the future to life: Swiss firm
Rinspeed is changing the automotive industry with futuristic
mobility and vehicles. In order to accomplish this, the team
needs innovative components and solutions.
All the more reason why the HARTING IIC MICA (Integrated
Industry Computer Modular Industry Computing Architecture) fits his concept perfectly. This year's Rinspeed concept
car, dubbed "Σtos", is equipped with this digital innovation in
order to perform independent emission and condition monitoring in the vehicle. In addition, drive and engine data can
be continuously recorded and transmitted – and then evaluated and processed by an independent neutral body (Dekra), as
was agreed in advance by the customer and the contractual
partner.
20

The MICA, a mini-industrial computer, is an intelligent and
open interface that connects to the IT environment structure.
The device is designed for industrial applications, primarily in
mechanical and plant engineering and for mobile processing
machinery.
The collaboration with Rinspeed illustrates the versatility
of the MICA’s areas of application. MICA permits very quick,
easy integration into a wide variety of vehicles. The MICA is
also ideally suited for battery management in electric vehicles,
power management in machines and plants – all online and
remote-capable – or for other data collection and communication tasks.
For HARTING Technology Group, the MICA offers a convincing example of the growing portfolio of products, components
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MICA
in use

Click to play video

The partnership between Rinspeed and HARTING showcases MICA’s versatility.

and software solutions for Industrie 4.0 applications, which
HARTING markets under the slogan HAII4YOU (HARTING
Integrated Industry 4 You) while focusing on benefits to the
customer.
This year's CES in Las Vegas in January witnessed the debut of
the Rinspeed concept, which was also unveiled to the public at
the Geneva International Motor Show in March. In addition, the
Σtos is in the spotlight on the HARTING stand at the Hannover
Messe trade fair.

IN BRIEF

• The MICA represents an intelligent and open interface that connects to the IT environment structure.
• Independent emission and condition monitoring in
the Rinspeed Σtos.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE VISIT

Youtube Film

Website
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Digitalisation

Digitalisation in practice:

Mobile tablet solution
in maintenance
HARTING has taken another step on the way towards digitised industrial production with the introduction
of an employee-initiated mobile tablet solution for maintenance.

Interview
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» Thorsten Fischer, Head of Maintenance, HARTING Technology Group, Thorsten.Fischer@HARTING.com
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What does the new tablet system offer during day-to-day
work at HARTING?
Fischer: Thanks to the mobile tablet solution, maintenance
employees now have direct access to all machine data on every
piece of machinery. By way of the integrated barcode scanner,
an employee identifies the respective machine and can use
his or her tablet to directly access wiring schematics, data on
the machine’s history or the operating manual. Prior to the
introduction of this solution, identifying and organising the
right documents entailed significantly more time and effort,
time that we can now save by using the tablets.
Was the time savings the main reason for the implementation of the system?
Fischer: In addition to the associated work time, our objective
was to handle another important resource – information – as
efficiently as possible. Until now, relevant data has been recorded and documented in a variety of ways across different
media. Now, employees can use a tablet to directly record machine-specific notes in one central data storage location. This
lets us avoid the media discontinuity of the past, and we gain
a reliable and consistent picture of the state of the relevant
machinery. In addition to documenting system data, the tablets
are also connected to our SAP System and create the conditions
for remote maintenance, as authorised employees can now access the system from anywhere and at any time.
Why was the tablet solution developed internally at
HARTING and not procured from a third party?
Fischer: Within production, we formulated our ambition early
on: the successful implementation of digitalisation first entails
understanding what digitalisation means in concrete terms.
This was the biggest motivation for our team during the devel-

opment of this solution, i.e. learning what it means to integrate
digital processes into production. For us, this also includes
thinking more digitally about internal processes.

If you’re seeking to achieve networked
production, you’ve also got to network
the people who work in it.
What does “thinking more digitally” exactly mean?
Fischer: If you’re seeking to achieve networked production,
you’ve also got to network the people who work in it. Consequently, we make full use of cross-functional teams when implementing solutions such as the tablet system. Right from the
outset we bring together different competencies which jointly
implement the project. This course has been found to be very
effective in all previous projects and has provided a double
benefit – we obtain an exclusive system solution and gain experience in the digitalisation of our processes.

IN BRIEF

• Mobile tablet solution offers direct access to all
machine data on every piece of machinery.
• Directly record machine-specific notes in one central
data storage location.
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Reshoring in the USA
and its effect on
Industrie 4.0
The Internet of Things is swiftly gaining momentum in North America’s industrial markets. It’s primarily driven by the
need for automation, smart factory (predictive maintenance) and communication between the factory (hardware) and
IT (software). US companies recognize the opportunity to improve efficiency through automation of the manufacturing
process.
» Christina Chatfield, Marketing Director HARTING North America, HARTING Technology Group, Christina.Chatfield@HARTING.com
» Jon deSouza, President HARTING North America, HARTING Technology Group, Jon.DeSouza@HARTING.com

The US currently faces two challenges – the lack of skilled
labor and outdated manufacturing plants.

There were many consequences to outsourcing; loss of labor
being the most significant factor since US workers pursued
other trades. As the US looks to reshoring (bring manufacturing back to the US) they find themselves in a difficult situation
as they cannot get the manufacturing skills they are looking
for, i.e., welders, machine builders, technicians.
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be difficult to achieve the level of automation required in the
current state.

Giving the lack of investments in capital equipment over the
last 20 years, many US companies are struggling with outdated machines. As a result, the US has not only lost its competitive advantage but unless companies decide to invest, it will

Companies are beginning to realize the opportunity for improved productivity and cost savings by adopting plug-andplay industrial technologies. Products can be easily installed
by entry level contractors as opposed to highly-skilled electricians/technicians which allows for higher efficiency and
cost savings. Furthermore, these products will eliminate or
reduce the need for additional components such as rigid or
semi-rigid conduits that protect point-to-point wiring from
damage which would require extensive re-wiring. HARTING’s
Han-Modular® technology for example provides engineers with
the ability to combine power, signal and data into once connec-

Han-Modular ®

Han® Collection
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tor system which allows for a simple and efficient installation
process.
As a result many companies are in the process of switching
from point-to-point (hard) wiring to connector-based cable
assemblies for use in factories and process automation and
control systems.
Reshoring in the US increases the demand of Industrie 4.0 as
it helps bringing back production to the USA. It gives a competitive advantage and reduces complexity at the same time.
Automation brings the cost down and makes quick production
set up possible.
Industrie 4.0 does need a long term commitment but the general conditions for a commitment in the US are currently very
good: Low energy costs, favourable wages, a growing population, a modern infrastructure and comprehensive IT know-how
are further key factors for the resurgence of industry in the
United States.

Reshoring in the US increases the
demand of Industrie 4.0 as it helps bringing back production to the USA.

IN BRIEF

• Improve productivity and cost savings by adopting
plug-and-play industrial technologies
• Reshoring in the US increases the demand of
Industrie 4.0
• Automation brings the cost down and makes quick
production set up possible
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Condition monitoring and networking –
compact and smart
Uptime is essential to the profitability of complex manufacturing facilities. Signal detection and the communication of system states to the relevant automation layers help keep uptime constant. The keyword here is "smart
connectivity".
» Ralf Reicks, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Ralf.Reicks@HARTING.com

A condition-based maintenance strat-

egy for mobile machinery that ensures
permanent availability and adapts to
fluctuations in the production process
is becoming increasingly important.
The goal is to detect and communicate
the device-internal state of a machine
(wear) during normal operation without
significant extra effort.
Having condition recognition within the
infrastructure connector of the mobile
equipment – without additional hardware and software in the machine itself
– offers decisive advantages. In addition
to the main task of transmitting power,
signals and data, an analysis of these
physical quantities is performed simultaneously.

Besides active sensor solutions,
"ID modules" also offer the ability to
store information about machine components in non-volatile flash EEPROM
memory. With the help of service data
such as the last revision date or information on machine part wear, this information can support a condition-based
maintenance concept. HARTING Technology Group is also currently developing
an ID module oriented towards these
services.

This analysis is built on powerful and
compact sensor solutions in the connector which detect variables such as current, voltage or vibration and make these
available in the form of readings with a
defined quality.

The end-to-end information technology
in Integrated Industry provides the necessary infrastructure to further process
the signals (wired or over industrial
WiFi systems) and make production data
acquisition (PDA) available. PDA systems are portions of production control
systems that continuously receive feedback from the manufacturing periphery
via a direct connection.

Depending on the operating condition
of the machine, which in this context is
understood to be an e.g. CNC machine
in a production cell, the readings are
quantified. An early warning sign of

The management software housed in
the PDA system, in addition to displaying both due and overdue (maintenance)
work, performs a comparison of a machine’s target and actual state – which

Condition-based
maintenance strategy
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impending machine failure – for example trending increased vibration – can
be detected and signalled via vibration
analysis (a vibration sensor) in the connector.

results in reliable observations about
the machine’s condition or the degree
of wear.
However, the detection of the real-time
situation alone is not sufficient for con-

Integrated Industry as a
success factor
dition-based maintenance. Rather, the
long-term behaviour of a parameter must
be suitable to extrapolate an assessment of
future developments. Only then can maintenance measures be scheduled based on
condition-based criteria. A key here is to
embed the concept within the overall context of the maintenance strategy.
Intelligent maintenance management is
a strategic success factor. In addition to
minimising machine downtime, error
prevention in the production process and
the associated potential to reduce error
costs stand front and centre.
HARTING will provide you with assistance in implementing a smart installation concept within the framework of
Industrie 4.0.
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CONDITION MONITORING IN THE CONTEXT OF INTEGRATED INDUSTRY
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100GbE over copper
The need for high data rates is rising steadily with the requirements of modern communication systems for people
and machines. At the same time, the physical limits of the transmission media and the interconnection technology
are being further maxed out. With regard to copper transmission lines in particular, a major challenge for 100 Gigabit
Ethernet (100GbE) transmission arises due to losses and mismatches, as well as crosstalk with adjacent conductors,
since numerous unwanted parasitic elements are hidden in the transmission medium, e.g. inductances, capacitances
and resistances, all of which can lead to undesirable effects.

» Markus Witte, Signal Integrity Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Markus.Witte@HARTING.com

Copper lines are employed to transmit

Ethernet signals for a broad variety of
transmission media such as printed circuit boards, cables, and connectors. Data
rates on circuit boards and high-speed
Twinax cables have now reached speeds
of 100 Gigabits and beyond. Among others, transmission standards are defined
in IEEE 802.3. The standard for twisted
pair cable has been defined up to 10GB/s
and is being developed for 25Gb/s and
40Gb/s. However, the distinction must
always be made between the data rate
for a single cable pair or distributed
transmission via multiple cable pairs.
The signal’s coding also plays a significant role. In addition to IEEE, there are
standards for cabling and for the components that are used. These standards
also define threshold values, to include
the measurement environment.
Measurement technology presents a
major challenge in analysing connectors, cables, printed circuit boards in
the relevant frequency range, and when
28

verifying threshold values. High-precision measuring adapters have been developed for connectors, cables and backplanes in order to connect the measuring
instrument’s cables to the DUT (Device
Under Test).
EXAMPLE: HARTING TESTING CARD
FOR VITA VPX BACKPLANES
This measuring adapter is suitable to
characterise cable up to a frequency
range of up to 40GHz (serial 80 Gb/s per
HARTING Bulk Cable Clamp Test Fixture
For cable measurements, an adapter is needed to connect
the bulk cable’s wires to the measuring device. To do so,
HARTING developed a novel measuring fixture used to
adapt the cable via an HF-matched contacting unit.

VPX test card

channel). Using an elastomer, the cable
wires are pressed impedance-matched to
the terminals of a circuit board. For 100
Gigabit over twisted pair copper cables,
the frequency range would be tested up
to 3GHz. For 100 Gigabit Twinax Kabel,
the relevant frequency range extends
up to 12.5GHz. Testing shows that the
adapter enables highly precise and re-
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producible measurements. Consequently, a recommendation for this adapter
was also submitted in IEC 60512 28 100.
The test adapter can also be used to characterise connectors with cable termination and to verify 3D simulation results.
The setup can be harnessed to precisely measure and further develop the HF
transmission characteristics of typical
Ethernet connectors such as the RJ45 or
M12. The RJ45 connector with Cat 6A performance will also play a role for 40 Gigabit Ethernet. The requirements can then
also be adapted for the M12 connector.
The development of suitable measurement and simulation methodologies
represent the completion of yet another
step towards 100 Gigabit Ethernet interconnect technology.

Test setup
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Adapted standard for
aerospace applications
Extended backplane platform standards offer the high-end satellite and aerospace technology market access to
cost-effective solutions – a broad sub-sector of the transportation market segment for HARTING.

» Holger Heidenblut, Sales- and Applications-Support HIS, HARTING Technology Group, Holger.Heidenblut@HARTING.com

Even high-end markets such as satel-

lite and aerotpace technology are facing
ever stiffer global competition and are on
the lookout for state-of-the-art technologies that offer them solutions which are
cost-effective and optimised in terms of
time-to-market. This trend is being reinforced by efforts by private enterprises such as SpaceX and Google's goal to
make the internet available globally by
using affordable satellite technology.

Thanks to the use of
all HARTING Integrated
Solution's competencies such as Signal
Integrity, backplane design and manufacturing
it is possible to extend
existing standards to
meet new application
challenges.
Renowned International companies and
organisations such as Airbus, the Fraunhofer Institute, the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) and other European partners
are responding to this demand by reorienting existing hardware platforms – which
were almost always proprietary – to an
existing platform market standard. The
PICMG standards group leads the field in
this regard.
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As an executive member of PICMG,
HARTING will implement the unique requirements for these very high reliability
applications in a proposed extension of
the popular CompactPCI standard, in collaboration with other members of the organisation and in close consultation with
end users. This entails challenges such
as avoiding a ”single point of failure“ and
adapting special bus or I/O Systeme such
as ”SpaceWire“, without foregoing the capability to deploy backward-compatible
hardware solutions from the CompactPCI
serial standard. Once overcome, this new
standard will enhance the capability of the
on-board units in the deployed satellites as
well as all the related terrestrial testing and
base applications. A beneficial side effect
of this effort is that solutions such as a redundant computing environment, mandatory for aerospace applications and which
the current CompactPCI standard does not
support, will also contribute to the development of the base standard. This means
that applications in for example the transportation market, where CompactPCI Serial
is often used, will also be able to address
and master increasing reliability demands
in that sector.
This example of a cutting-edge application
demonstrates how HARTING Integrated
Solutions, as a technology partner for customer specific and often standards-based

solutions, is driving a firmly established
and reliable backplane technology into
fresh new application areas and markets.
Key to this success is HARTING’s active
participation in standards-setting organisations such as PICMG.

Engineering know-how
is the admission ticket
for customer-tailored
solutions.
IN BRIEF

• Adaptations and extensions of
existing backplane standards
enables cost-effective applications for the satellite and
space market.
• Use of existing standardised
products, open, fast time-tomarket implementation.
• Retroactive effect on the
existing standard and the associated new features, other
markets.
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CompactPCI Serial backplane for aerospace
application
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Han® ES Press - Synergy in the connector:

Tool-less quick-termination
technology
meets pluggable jumpers
Quickly installable and effortlessly interchangeable – these requirements must be met by a connector designed to
increase the flexibility of modular manufacturing. HARTING achieves this goal with the Han® ES Press: the contact insert offers tool-less quick termination technology. In addition, users can quickly and easily bridge contacts by
plugging jumpers onto the insulating body.
» Tim Meerhoff, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Tim.Meerhoff@HARTING.com

What makes the Han

ES Press special is that the cage clamp
is delivered open, so that the conductor can be inserted directly and without effort. Once the installer presses the actuator
into the contact chamber during installation, the cage clamp
returns to the starting position and fixes the conductor end
so that the conductor is electrically connected to the contact.
®

The Han® ES Press enables bridging of
individual contacts for potential multiplication by using pluggable jumpers.
Besides the significant user-friendliness, this enables faster
termination during wiring.
When removing a conductor on the Han® ES Press, all that
has to be done is to insert a screwdriver into the actuator and
to move the lever with slight force at the junction between the
Han® ES Press
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insulating body – the actuator then opens and the cage clamp
once again releases the conductor.
Until now, it was only possible to integrate bridge functions
into the connector by using special modules or complicated
cable connections. Now, the Han® ES Press enables bridging
of individual contacts for potential multiplication by using
pluggable jumpers – as is the case with conventional terminal blocks – for the widely used Han E® product family as
well. This can be implemented with different longitudinal
and transverse bridges, which also enable e.g. star and delta circuits for motor control. A maximum of 12 poles can be
bridged in series. Thanks to the compact design, a measuring
point was able to be integrated into the opening of the jumpers,
which means the Han® ES Press offers easy troubleshooting
when assembled as well. The point is located on the busbar in
the connector and can be accessed even when jumpers have
been assembled. Consequently, the Han® ES Press reduces the

wiring effort thanks to its quick and tool-free use of plug-in
jumpers.

The contact insert offers tool-less quick
termination technology.
The Han® ES Press is available in models 6, 10, 16 and 24 for
housing sizes Han® 6 B, 10 B, 16 B and 24 B and is plug-compatible with the corresponding inserts of the series Han® E,
ES and ESS. The current carrying capacity is 16 A. The cage
clamps used are suitable for cross-sections between 0.14mm²
and 2.5mm². Since no force needs to be exerted over the conductor for contacting, both solid and stranded wires with or
without ferrules may be used. This makes the Han® ES Press
deployable for the field wiring of all common conductor types.
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Miniaturisation

Connector with integrated,
pluggable bridge function
saves space and time
Machinery and plants are becoming increasingly compact and consequently smaller in size. Connectors also need to
keep pace with this trend towards miniaturisation. In view of this situation, HARTING developed the Han-Yellock
Yellock®
Multiplier Block, an adapter with bridging functionality that can accommodate a wide range of different modules.
»Andreas Broshinski, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Andreas.Broshinski@HARTING.com

To enable switch cabinets to become smaller, either numer-

ous functions have to be relocated to the field - the catchword here is the packaging machine with no switch cabinet
- or the cabinets have to be loaded with significantly more
compact components that can assume additional functionality.
The HARTING Han-Yellock
Yellock® Multiplier Block does precisely
this, since it features on-board potential multiplication in the
form of a bridging function. Where users previously employed
connectors in conjunction with terminal blocks for bridging
tasks, all that is required now is one connector with integrated,
pluggable bridging functionality. The benefit ranges from enormous space savings in the large central machinery switch cabinet to the complete substitution of decentralised distribution
boxes in the field. In any event, wiring effort is also minimised,
as is the number of individual components used.

The HARTING Han-Yellock
Yellock® Multiplier
Block features on-board potential
multiplication in the form of a bridging
function.
The bridge block permits any three socket holder rows to be
selected and inserted. From the normal 1:1 contacting up to 5x
bridging, the current Han-Yellock
Yellock® portfolio offers many more
variants as well. Thanks to its compatibility with Han-Modular®
hinged frames, the Han-Yellock
Yellock® bridge block can be used in all
hinged frame applications from a size of 10B and up. In addition,
the combination with Han-Eco® and the Han-Modular® docking
frame is guaranteed. The result is an exceptionally high level
of flexibility offered in combination with the large number of
inserts from the Han-Modular® line.
34

Han-Yellock
Yellock® bridge block in combination with Han-Snap® and other modules from the
Han-Modular ® product range.

IN BRIEF

• Saves room in the switch cabinet
• Cuts wiring effort to a minimum
• Modular application
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Equipped for
Industrie 4.0 with
Han-Modular® HMC
Han-Modular® HMC opens up new possibilities in the field of modular production platforms.
Central interfaces for power, signals and data offer flexible possibilities for recombining modular
production units - thousands of times over.
» Christine Öhls, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Christine.Oehls@HARTING.com

Increasingly modularised system de-

signs are demonstrating that modularisation is not just an Industrie 4.0 slogan
- it’s already an everyday occurrence.
Growing areas of application can be found
in particular in the context of automation solutions and customised assembly
machinery. Here, Industrie 4.0 trends which elsewhere are more buzzword than
reality - have already been implemented.
Modular machine units are interconnected as part of a flexible overall system.
These units are combined in a highly
individualised manner and are adapted
to the end customer’s requirements. Accordingly, smaller and smaller batch sizes require frequent recombining of the
units - as quickly and simply as possible.

Accordingly, smaller
and smaller batch sizes
require frequent recombining of the units - as
quickly and simply as
possible.
Han® HMC connector

ualised switch-out which is possible
at any time. Here, Han Modular® HMC
offers an optimal initial configuration
to supply these machines with power,
signals and data, and thus serves as a
central interface and enabler. Consequently, switching out machine modules
takes place quickly and easily - and up
to 10,000 times. The result - downtimes
are significantly minimised.

IN BRIEF

• HARTING as potential suppler
for all connectivity
• Combination of different
transmission media in one
connector
• Reduction in downtimes

With the help of centralised modular
interfaces, it is precisely this individ35
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Digitalisation

PushPull
– an all-rounder among
connectors
The PushPull is the all-rounder among connectors. As flexible as a Swiss army knife, the PushPull has a solution at
the ready for every customer requirement. Power? Signals? Data? The PushPull family supplies all three lifelines of the
industry of tomorrow. And because we also live our products, we leverage the strengths of the PushPull on our own
trade fair stands.
» Mathias Ohsiek, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Mathias.Ohsiek@HARTING.com
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PushPull Portfolio

Things often get hectic when building exhibition structures.

Lots of work and too little time. Time is usually of the essence,
and the atmosphere can get gruff now and then. Plugs and
cables are plugged in and pulled out one after another, thrown
into shipping boxes, or sometimes simply fall on the ground.
Here, users need to be able to rely on their equipment. The
last thing anyone wants is for wiring failures to crop up, or
the need to constantly obtain replacements. In a word, these
are demands comparable to those found in industrial environments. This is precisely why HARTING uses representatives of
the large PushPull family on its own trade fair stands. Modern
LED display walls such as those on the HARTING stand consist
of numerous individual modules which have to be assembled
on site. Each module has four connections for power and data.
Following assembly, the modules are wired in series via these
connections. Since this also needs to be done quickly, we offer support to our stand builders by providing our PushPull
in RJ45 and three-pole power versions. These connectors can
be quickly plugged in and removed, and lock with an audible
click, which saves an enormous amount of time.

The connectors can be quickly plugged
in and removed, and lock with an audible
click, which saves an enormous amount
of time.
These two mating faces represent only a small excerpt of the
broad variety PushPull offers. The power variants from threepole to five-pole cover a range of 24V to 690V at 12A-16A.
That’s enough power even for power-hungry applications. In
the signals area, the PushPull excels in three versions. With
10 and 20 poles, as well as a hybrid power/signal variation,
they’re ideally suited for use e.g. in industrial BUS systems.
The product lineup is rounded out by the third lifeline of data.
Here, HARTING is offering a uniform and therefore modular
housing in alternatives which feature a USB mating face, the

previously mentioned RJ45, and Fibre Optic contacts. The latter
enable transmission rates of up to 10 Gbit/s and are mainly deployed in applications that require long distance transmission.

Here, users need to be able to rely on
their equipment.
In keeping with the versatility of the mating faces, for the
housing material customers have the choice between plastic
or metal. While plastic housings are selected for corrosive environments, metal housings have established themselves on
welding robots used in industrial manufacturing. The housing
protects against welding beads and is an appropriate choice
in EMC hazard areas. The housings all have one thing in common: they can be easily inserted and removed, are robust,
waterproof to IP65/67 and always have the same mounting
height for printed circuit terminals. This uniformity in the
housings not only offers technical advantages. More and more
manufacturers are also placing emphasis on design and are
attempting to install terminals which are as small and uniform
as possible.
HARTING leverages the variety offered by the PushPull family
to keep pace with the trend of modularisation and miniaturisation, which in turn enables the product portfolio to meet
virtually each and every customer requirement.
IN BRIEF

• Robust, waterproof and dustproof
• Simple and quick to use
• Versatile
• High data rates
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Hybrid connection cables for fast and
secure data transmission on board trains
There are a wide variety of applications which are intended to make train travellers’ rides as interesting as possible. To cope with the corresponding flood of data, HARTING developed a Gigabit Ethernet backbone for the harsh
ambient conditions in the railway sector.

» Danny Maijinckx, Business Development Director EMEA HARTING Customised Solutions, HARTING Technology Group, Danny.Maijinckx@HARTING.com

The number of applications on board trains which require

high data transfer rates is increasing rapidly. For example,
both security surveillance cameras as well as entertainment
and passenger information systems need ever more bandwidth. HARTING’s response has been to develop modular
connectors specifically for railway applications which can
simultaneously transmit data and signals securely without
impinging on space. They can accommodate both fibre optic
connection cables as well as hybrid cables, and meet both
specific requirements for the transmission of signals as well
as for bandwidth in the Gigabit Ethernet area. Redundant
execution of backbone functionality is possible at any time,
38

while junctions supply individual devices and systems in
the individual cars.

The HARTING Customised Solutions Engineering team is capable of developing
the right solution for each application.
Over the years, HARTING has accumulated significant experience and know-how in the field of railway applications. This
means that the HARTING Customised Solutions Engineering
team is capable of developing the right solution for each application.
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The team selects the appropriate cables and connectors for the
particular application and assembles them with the utmost
precision. Experienced engineers select the best fitting parts,
oversee production and thus ensure the quality of cable sets
that are supplied.

testing, the optical, electrical and functional characteristics
of the cables and connectors are continuously measured and
checked. This is the only way to ensure that the latest backbone connection cables are up to the task of meeting future
requirements on board high-speed trains.

Signal and fibre optic connection cables are tested and put
through their paces in the company’s own testing facilities.
Thus, in addition to the classic railway loads such as high and
low temperatures, shock and vibration, the test battery also
includes tests for secure and trouble-free signal transmission.
However, the brunt of efforts is reserved for fatigue testing,
in which connection cables are bent up to a million times to
simulate curve cycles over the lifetime of the cable. During

These testing and simulation facilities at HARTING’s technology centre and the accreditation of the laboratories make it
possible to test cables, systems and components to customer requirements and specifications quickly, flexibly and independently. It is precisely this balanced mix of knowledge,
experience, reliability and quality that makes HARTING an
important supplier of leading railway companies.

IN BRIEF

• Modular connectors specifically for railway applications which can simultaneously transmit data and
signals securely without impinging on space.
• HARTING Customised Solutions develops the right
solution for each application.

Test and simulation equipment at HARTING's technology center
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Modularisation

Customisation

Han® Docking Frame:
Connectors
for modular
energy storage
A power supply based on renewable energies requires electrical power storage capacity in order to smooth out voltage fluctuations in the grid caused by fluctuating power generation from sun and wind. Power storage systems accept
surpluses and help to meet short-term peaks safely in demand. They take a load off of the network and increase the
efficiency of generation facilities. A docking frame from HARTING supports the modular design of the power storage
systems.
» Levon Altunyan, Market Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Levon.Altunyan@HARTING.com
» Ingo Siebering
Siebering, Industry Segment Manager Energy, HARTING Technology Group, Ingo.Siebering@HARTING.com

High-capacity power storage systems

consist of several storage cabinets arranged modularly in containers and
contain drawer-like storage units on the
inside. HARTING connectors provide the
necessary interfaces for the modular
system. They are easy to assemble and
facilitate servicing work – which means
they help to limit downtime.
The core of the solution is the Han
Docking Frame. The docking frame
ensures reliable and process-secure
connection of the storage units by integrating modularly designed connectors.
The solution manufactured by Rittal is
exemplary for this. The drawers of the
storage cabinets are equipped with two
Han® 200A modules for power transmission, supplemented by two Han®
Megabit modules for data exchange. The
Han® Docking Frame is float-mounted
between drawer and power rail. It provides sufficient tolerance compensation.
The pins on the drawer can be safely and
smoothly plugged into the Han® 200 A
module female contacts. The inserts are
®
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screwed directly to the power rail on the
cabinet’s rear wall, reducing the wiring
effort for the storage cabinet.

Docking frame permits
easy maintenance and
service.
The Han® Docking Frame is suitable
for use with the Han-Modular® product range that offers 50 other suitable
interfaces. The docking frame is available in versions with a capacity of 2 to
6 modules. Depending on requirements,
the modules can be integrated into a
Han-Modular® hinged frame fixed in the
storage’s drawer system. The modular
product line-up includes power modules
up to 200 A, multi-pin signal modules,
all well-known Ethernet interfaces as
well as other robust communication interfaces.
Using the Han Docking Frame further
promotes the standardisation of storage
cabinet assembly. A modular storage
®

unit typically achieves from 1 to 3 MW.
Some 80 drawers are required per 1
MWh of storage capacity. With the use
of modular connectors.
The docking frame permits easy maintenance and service. For replacement and
maintenance of storage units no installation work is required. Consequently, the
docking frame helps to reduce costs.

IN BRIEF

• Han® Docking Frame for standardisation of storage cabinet
assembly
• Limits downtimes
• Replacement and maintenance
of storage units with no installation work being required
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Digitalisation

Customisation

Identification

Battery-free
temperature monitoring
in wind turbine gearboxes

Where placing a cable is impossible, RFID now handles signal transmission
of the temperature on rotating sections of gearboxes.
»René Wermke, Product Manager, HARTING Technology Group, Rene.Wermke@HARTING.com

The Ha-VIS RFID ETB Control System
offers the gearbox manufacturer new
possibilities in this area. Three ETBs are
sited at 120° intervals on the periphery
of the gearbox, with the result that readings are transmitted without difficulty
even at full load. Each ETB is equipped
with two temperature switches. These
are arranged as pictured in Figure 2.
Each ETB is immediately triggered if
the maximum temperature of 90 °C is
exceeded. Finer scaling takes place as
initial threshold values are exceeded.
ETB1 triggers the first threshold value at

RFID embedded transponders are used
which in addition to offering ID recognition can transmit sensor data. The biggest advantage of the UHF based system
is its passive, i.e. battery-free, operation.
The power source is the RFID reader
server, which is positioned outside of
the system shown. The intelligent reader is configured so that it can enable or
disable direct I/Os. This function eliminates the need for the PLC programmer
to use special commands to control the
reader. This has the advantage that the
connection to the parent PLC can be kept

Figure 2

Temp 1
= 55 °C
Temp 2
= 90 °C

Temp 1
= 65 °C
Temp 2
= 90 °C

ETB3

To counteract this behaviour for age-related technical considerations, as well
as for reasons of maintenance efficiency, wind turbine producers require that
the temperature be able to be controlled
on rotating sections inside the gearbox.
Since it’s easy to grasp that no sensors
can be connected via a cable in this area,
a solution involving slip rings has been
in testing but has so far proven to be too
maintenance-intensive itself.

55 °C. As heat increases, ETB2 triggers
the next threshold value at 65 °C, while
sensor number 1 on ETB3 is triggered at
75 °C. Consequently, the customer obtains wireless temperature monitoring
on a scale of 55 °C> 65 °C > 75 °C > 90 °C,
whereby 90 °C represents the absolute
limit and is therefore monitored by all
ETBs.

ETB2

subjected to strong mechanical vibrations or exposed to temperatures above
the specific Curie temperature of the
material being used, their magnetic behaviour can permanently change.

ETB1

If inductive generators or motors are

as flexible as possible. As a result, the
I/Os can be integrated completely independently of the type and manufacturer
of the PLC.
In this respect, the HARTING Ha-VIS RFR500 Reader offers a particularly significant advantage since the functionality
of the Ha-VIS RFID ETB control systems
can be used in the next higher level with
no integration effort. HARTING is thereby offering an entirely novel solution for
cable-free and battery-free monitoring
of temperature limits on rotating parts.
There is significant emerging potential
here in the gearbox manufacturer and
generator manufacturer areas in the energy sector.

Temp 1
= 75 °C
Temp 2
= 90 °C

Wind turbine gearbox
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HARTING – celebrates decades
at home across the world

Recent months have seen key anni-

versaries around the globe grace the
calendar of HARTING Technology Group.
The end of 2015 marked the 25th anniversary of the founding of the Spanish
subsidiary. HARTING Iberia, which is
headquartered in Barcelona, has been
a reliable contact point for customers

in Spain and Portugal, where HARTING
products and solutions are used primarily in machine and plant engineering,
wind power and railways, and in the
beverage industry. In addition to the anniversary on the Iberian Peninsula, the
opening of the first branch in Japan in
1985 represented another celebration for

Read and Win!

the Technology Group. In addition to the
official ceremony a customer seminar
about Industrie 4.0 was held. HARTING
maintains a strong presence in the land
of the rising sun in the mechanical engineering, robotics and railway markets.

Dear Readers,
We’re interested in your opinion! We want to make sure our
tec.News reflects your interests as best as possible. Your
feedback helps us make our technology magazine just that
little bit better.
Please take a few minutes to take part in our online survey.
As our way of saying thank you for your efforts, we’ll be giving away a Samsung Gear S smartwatch to one lucky winner.
Plus, all survey participants will automatically be entered
in our raffle in which we will be giving away 5 power banks
and 5 Bluetooth loudspeakers. Thank you for your support!

Samsung Gear S
Smartwatch

Your tec.News editorial team
5 Powerbanks

5 Bluetooth
loudspeakers

Click here to go to the reader survey:
www.HARTING.com/tecNews-onlinesurvey
The entry deadline is July 31, 2016

By participating in this promotional event, the user accepts the following Privacy Policy: The user gives HARTING permission to send prize notifications by e-mail for the duration of the sweepstake. All data will be used exclusively for promotional purposes and will be deleted following completion of the sweepstake, provided that HARTING is not legally obligated to store the data for a longer period of time. This applies e.g. to the data of winners for tax purposes. Upon final completion of the promotion, such data will be marked with a block flag and will be deleted following expiration
of the legally prescribed retention period. Consent may be revoked by the user at any time with future effect. Data will be deleted immediately once the user has revoked his or her consent, provided
HARTING is not legally obligated to store the data beyond that point in time. Participation in the sweepstake shall remain unaffected. In addition, data will not be disclosed to third parties.
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HARTING Trade Show Calendar
25.04. – 29.04.2016

Germany, Hanover, Hannover Messe

03.05. – 05.05.2016

USA, Orlando, RFID Journal Live! (US) 2016

11.05. – 13.05.2016

China, Beijing, Industrial Automation Beijing 2016

23.05. – 26.05.2016

USA, New Orleans, AWEA Windenergy 2016

24.05. – 26.05.2016

Italy, Parma, SPS/IPC/Drives Italia 2016

25.05. – 28.05.2016

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Automex 2016

20.06. – 22.06.2016

China, Beijing, Modern Railway

24.06. – 26.06.2016

China, Shanghai, AMTS

28.06. – 29.06.2016

South Africa, Johannesburg, Africa Rail 2016

06.09. – 09.09.2016

Germany, Hamburg, SMM 2016

12.09. – 17.09.2016

USA, Chicago, IMTS 2016

20.09. – 23.09.2016

Germany, Berlin, InnoTrans 2016

27.09. – 30.09.2016

Germany, Hamburg, WindEnergy Hamburg 2016

19.10. – 21.10.2016

China, Beijing, China Wind Power 2016

01.11. – 05.11.2016

China, Shanghai, Industrial Automation Show (IAS) 2016

08.11. – 11.11.2016

Germany, Munich, electronica 2016

17.11. – 22.11.2016

Japan, Tokyo, JIMTOF (Japan International Tool Fair) 2016

22.11. – 24.11.2016

Germany, Nuremberg, SPS/IPC/Drives 2016
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